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Fund Description
The Fund is an open ended  
investment company incorporated 
in the Isle of Man and designed for 
qualified investors.

Fund Facts: 30th June 2012 
Launch date: March 2005 
Fund type:  
Isle of Man Qualified Investor 
Base Currency: US Dollar 
Sector Classification: 
Multi-Asset Class Multi-Manager
Investment Manager: 
Collins Stewart Wealth Management
Last Price: $0.97
Min Investment: $15,000
Trading Frequency: Monthly
Annual Management Fee: 1.50% 
Gross Target Return:  
3 month US$ Libor +2%
ISIN Code: GB0034206507
Sedol Code: 3420650
Ticker symbol: PRBAALDIO

Investment Objective
The investment objective of the Private Client Sub-Fund is to achieve medium to long term capital 
growth in excess of that available from bank and building society deposits through investment in a 
diversified and balanced portfolio of investments, accepting a medium level of risk. 

Investment Strategy
In many ways this has been a frustrating year as equity markets have been trapped in a volatile but 
sideways moving range. On the one hand the news backdrop has been largely unencouraging over the 
quarter, with the Greek situation deteriorating and causing global contagion and the strength of the 
global economic recovery showing what are becoming fairly regular early summer signs of faltering; but 
on the other hand we see the continued willingness of global authorities to do what is necessary to keep 
economies and markets ticking over. Bonds yields in those countries which are still perceived as having 
safe haven status have been driven down to record low levels and what seemed like a surreal target level 
of 1% for UK and US 10 year bonds a few months ago now looks like a distinct possibility. Regardless 
of the value offered by these yields, there is no compelling reason for them to start rising in the short 
term. Low bond yields, combined with virtually zero interest rates and the likelihood of further bouts of 
coordinated quantitative easing when required, will continue to limit the downside risks in markets.  

(Continued Overleaf)

Asset Allocation (%)

 Fixed Interest 55

 Equities 33

 Other Assets* 0

 Cash 12

Top Ten Holdings (%)
Alpha Real Capital Property 14.48%

Ishares SPDR S&P 500 9.57%

Schroders USD Bond 9.21%

Ishares TIPS 7.12%

HSBC Finance 5% 2015 6.97%

Pimco Total Return 6.58%

Inst Cred Oficial 3.25% 2013 5.87%

Gen Elec Cap 4.875% 2015 5.78%

BNY Mellon Emgerging Mkt 5.55%

Frank Templeton Global Bd 5.26%* Other Assets include Hedge funds, UCITS111 funds, Commodities and sector specific funds

Fund Performance
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Collins Stewart took over the investment management on 31/12/08

 1 Month 3 Months 1 Year 3 Years Inception
NAV Return 0.52% -2.41% -7.00% 2.97% -3.00%
Target Return 0.22% 0.64% 2.47% 7.41% 41.35%

The chart above shows fund performance since Collins Stewart Wealth Management took over the investment 
management of the fund on 31/12/08; however the table below shows the Fund performance since inception.

NAV Return       Target Return

www.collinsstewartwealth.com/premier-funds 



Premier Balanced Fund Private Client Sub-Fund ($)
Investment Strategy (continued)
Despite the apparent fragility of the world’s financial system, the 
UK equity market is still just in positive territory year to date when 
allowance is made for the dividend yield, whilst the US and a handful 
of Emerging Markets are showing good gains. Even within Europe, the 
German DAX is up on the year, buoyed by a weak Euro and an export 
led boom. This would tend to suggest that the majority of investors 
are of the view that the concerted and continuing intervention of the 
global authorities will continue to underpin financial markets and that 
despite the ongoing structural problems of Europe, the balance of 
probability remains that equity markets are not expected to decline 
significantly and indeed are likely to eventually continue their rally from 
the March 2009 lows. There will inevitably be bouts of stock market 
volatility in Q3 and given the present parlous state of the Eurozone, 
the path of least resistance for risk assets in the short term may well be 
down but given the likely resumption of concerted coordinated global 
quantitative easing, the medium term picture remains constructive. 

This document is for information only and is not intended as an offer or 

solicitation to buy or sell investments or related financial instrument. It is directed 

at experienced investors only. This document has no regard for the specific 

investment objective, financial situation or needs of any specific person or entity. 

Investments involve risk. The investments discussed in this document may not be 

suitable for all investors. Investors should make their own investment decisions 

based upon their own financial objectives and financial resources and, if in any 

doubt, should seek advice from an investment advisor. Past performance is not 

necessarily a guide to future performance and an investor may not get back the 

amount originally invested. Where the investment is made in currencies other 

than the investors base currency, the value of those investments and any income 

from them will be affected by movements in exchange rates. This effect could be 

unfavourable as well as favourable. Levels and bases for taxation may change. 

The information given is believed to be correct but cannot be guaranteed and 

opinions constitute the judgement of Collins Stewart Wealth Management which 

is subject to change. Collins Stewart Wealth Management does not make any 

warranties, express or implied, that the products, securities or services advertised 

are available in your jurisdiction. According, if it is prohibited to advertise or make 

the products, securities or services available in your jurisdiction, or to you) by 

reason of nationality, residence or otherwise. Such products, securities or services 

are not directed at you. For Guernsey, Isle of Man and Jersey: this document is 

issued by Collins Stewart (CI) Limited (“CSCI”) which is licensed and regulated 

by the Guernsey Financial Services Commission, the Isle of Man Financial 

Supervision Commission and the Jersey Financial Services Commission and is a 

member of the London Stock Exchange and the Channel Islands Stock Exchange. 

CSCI is registered in Guernsey and is a wholly owned subsidiary of Canaccord 

Financial Inc. Registered office: Collins Stewart House, The Grange, St. Peter Port, 


